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A Normal-Mode Analysis of Rapid Teleconnections in a Numerical Weather Prediction
Model. Part 11: Tropical and Extratropical Aspects

RONALD (;ELARO

Naval Revearch Lahoratorv, .lont'rev. ( 'th!arma

(Manuscript received 5 June 1991. in final form 2 March 1992)

ABSTRACT

A unique analysis is applied to the normal modes of the U.S. Nav%'s global operational numerical wseather
prediction model to investigate time-varying responses in the tropics and extratropics to tropical Pacific sa
surface temperature anomalies. With this new analysis. the modes are partitioned according to their latitudinal
variances. This allows the response energy to be separated into tropical and extratropical contributions. Ihe
partitioned responses are derived b. grou! ing those modes whose fractional %ariance within a presc•r 'ed latitudinal
band hp exceeds some threshold value J. Since the parameters ,p and d may he: chosen arbitrarils. this technique
giI increases tie flexibility of the nornial-mude diagnostic approach.

The partitioned responses reveal distinct differences between the colution and vertical scales of the dominant
modes in the tropics and extratropics. In the tropics, the structure is dominated by the external mode and a
medium-depth internal mode. The internal mode is determined by the profile of the large-scalc divergcnce and
subsequent rotational wind (Walker circulation) response driven by enhanced consection. In the extratropics,
the dominant structure is equivalent barotropic. The external rotational modes gro%% rapidl% within the estratropics
in a manner that suggests that meridional propagation alone does not fully explain the growth of the extratropical
response.

I. Introduction vealing the rapid growth of the pattern between days
7 and 10 of the simulations. The results demonstrated

This is Part II of a study investigating global-scale that the modes could be used effectively to idcntif\ and
interactions between the tropics and extratropics using monitor the growth of the dominant vertical and hor-
the normal modes of a global numerical weather pre- izontal structures of the global responsc and in some

diction (NWP) model. The main objectives of this caise to make conclusions about the phygiobl prlcespse

study are to demonstrate the rapid response of the cases, t hese conclusions heve, w rel ed by
involved. These conclusions, however.,vwere limited byglobal circulation to tropical forcing anomalies and to the global nature of the calculations presented in GI.

investigate the evolution and dynamic structure of this In this paper, the normal-mode analysis is extendi d
response in a sophisticated NWP model. The model to investigate separatelY the tropical and extratropical
used is part of the Navy Operational Global Atmo- tominestigate repora e/ .The t pic al a etratrop
spheric Prediction System (NOGAPS) described by components of the responses. This spatial segregation
Hoganof the response provides further insights into the re-Thoga analysismond I ( 19912. hsponse mechanisms. In sections 2 and 3. a new, tech-

The analysis In Part I (Gelaro 1992a hereafter re- nique is developed whereby the model normal modes
ferred to as GI) was conducted from a global perspec- are partitioned according to their latitudinal variances
tive, in which the normal modes, in conjunction with in order to define the tropical and extratropical con-
standard difference field diagnostics, were used to an- tributions to the response cnergy. The developmcnt of

alyze the model response to sea surface temperature this technique follows directly from the nornmal-mode

(SST) anomalies in the tropical Pacific. It was shown fohrmulation of a simple expression fro the total energy

that the response was dominated by external and me- in the lineanzed model, as described in the Appendixe

dium-depth internal rotational modes that grew rap- In section 4. this partitioning technique is used A to an-d

idly. obtaining a significant fraction of their steady- alvze the results of the model experiments conducted
state amplitudes during the first two weeks of the I G

simuatins.A waenuberdecmpostio ofthe in GI. The reader is referred to sections 2andl 3 of thatsimulations. A wavenumber decomposition of' the paper for a description of those experiments and anextratropical wave pattern supported these results, re- overview of the model response. In section 5. selected

response fields are projected onto the modes to cor-
roborate the analysis and to pro- ide physical interpre-

(Corre•pndinA, auhor addre's Dr. Ronald (iclaro. Naval Researcn tations of the results. Finally. conclusions and mti'.y'x-
Laborator. Atmospheric Directorate. Monterev. (C 9394315-006. tions for future rcsearcti ,ic discussed in section 6.

'r 1992 American Meteorological Society
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2. Latitudinal variance model truncation used in this stud%. the functional
values of 1', are defined on a (;aussian transfOrrm grid

As shown in the Appendix, the energy of a single that has 72 latitudinal points. [-or our purpos,,c. ,.kc
normal mode J may be written in the form define the tropiLsas extending eight Gaussian latitude"

l-j =-kj(J .\j*., from the equator in both hemispheres. 1bis icorrc-
sponds to the latitudinal belt bet-cen approximatcl\

where 19*N and 19'S, 'The remaining area in both hemi-

r . .spheres is defined as the extratropics. Accordinpgl. ýk.

" I , + I It*D,) define for each mode the discrete variance cstimattis
• • .44A : 4

,* (2 )

ttdp] 12) and

and the limits of integration are written generally r ,,fo

the purposes of the following discussion. As shown
schematically in (2), A., depends on two factors. Factor for the tropics and extratropics. respecti vel. \ here i

A describes the fractional contributions of the various is the weight given to the functional \aluc of' i'' at

forms of energy to the total energy of mode J. while Gaussian latitude u, (Abramowit/ and Stegun 1965 ).

factor B describes the latitudinal variance of the mode. with ul the southernmost latitude and p.: the north-

As discussed in the Appendix, the structures of the crnmost latitude. The summation over i in (4) thus

modes have been normalized such that Aj = I when encompasses an equatoriallv symmetric lailtudinal

E] is equal to the global total energy of' mode J. In band with poleward boundaries at M,,, and ;4., in the

that case, ( I ) reduces to Eq. ( I ) in GI. Southern and Northern hemispheres, respecti~el\. [hc

If we consider some component of the total energy summation over i in (5) encompasses two separate

of mode J. Eý < L•j, then kj can have any value 0 latitudinal bands bounded bN ul and x> in the Southern

• Aj -- 1. which may be interpreted as a weight equal Hemisphere, and by p, and p, in the Northern [etmi-
to the ratio Ej/E El. Since it is independent of the data. sphere. Note that. with these definitions, the tropical

.Aj thus provides a convenient way to examine the and extratropical variance factors for mode i are re-

energetics of the modes in further detail. For example. lated to one another by . = j . .

from factor A in (2) we see that the fractional contri-
bution of available potential energy to the total energy 3. Partitioning the modes
of mode J is given by IrkwpThe values of .rP and A, can be used effec-

,1\ = Z4,,i,,. (3) tivelv as a means of classifying mode .1 as tropical or

extratropical. In this way, an estimate of the tropical

In the present study, factor B in (2) is of primar' in- energy. for example, can be obtained by computing

terest as it can be evaluated within some latitudinal the quantit.
range bp to obtain the fraction of the total variance of L'""" = V E,. (6)
mode J within that range. This information, in turn. ./( T

can be used to define a measure of the response energy wa as gi~cn b%
in that range. Strictly speaking. for arbitrary values of where 1, is the total energy of mode
by there may be nonzero contributions from those (A6), but the sum in (6) includes only those modCs

terms in B for which n #it n'. it can be shown, however, for which .A exceeds some threshold value 3 for

that these terms do not contribute significantly to the tropical modes. This set of tropical modes is denoted

variances and are thus neglected in the present context, by T and defined formally as
A consequence of this simplification is that the inte- CT -I Y .'
grand in B becomes a 1 c•;¶.iv,-definite function that
has equal value in the same latitudinal hands in each By defining the tropical energ% as in (6), we have used

I ,lr p)
hemisphere. Therefore, care should be taken when se- the values of A, as selection criteria for tropical
lecting bp since: for example, no distinction can be modes rather than as weighting functions ;,- 3 sum-
made between the variance of mode J in the ranges mation over all modes as might be infezrred: for cx-
5°-I0°N and 50-I0S. ample, from ( I ). In this way. a sharper. but still real-

We seek a way of using B in (2) to determine whether istic, separation is obtained between the characteristic-
mode .1 contrih',!tes to the tropical or extratropical re- ot tile ,ropica, an _.xtratLrotI.Lai -i L•loutions to the

sponse in the experiments described in GI. For the T47 global energy. Also, this approach is somewhat easier
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VERTICAL MODE 1 - ROTATIONAL

0.9 ' "

0.8 ,

CL +

ul 0.65-
z ~++

0.5- +

0. 1

• 0.3- +,

LU 0.5 "•. " + +
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0.0-
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FREQUENCY (10-5 s-1 )

FIG. I. Values of the variance factors A',t00 for the external rotational modes plotted as a
function of their natural periods. The values along the ordinate correspond to the fraction of the
modal variance between 19'N and 19°S.

to interpret physically since each term in (6) accounts ward approach is simply to plot the variance factors as
for the total variance of mode J. a function of the natural frequencies w, of the modes

Clearly, the key to partitioning the modes as in (7) in order to see where a natural separation might exist.
is to define a reasonable threshold value /# for Figures I and 2 show the values of Aý'rTP( corre-
identifying tropical (or extratropical) modes. Unfor- sponding to the rotational and eastward gravitational
tunately, there is no a priori way of knowing what modes, respectively, for the external (I = I ) vertical
threshold values of A••rP) and Ajt°o) adequately sep- mode. Again, these values are computed for bp ex-
arate the two groups of modes. The most straightfor- tending from approximately 19*N to 19°S, as given

VERTICAL MODE 1 - EASTWARD GRAVITATIONAL
1.0 + ; -. -. 1 - - + 4- 4- 4 -*t *

+++++t+ + + + + +;+ + 4- +

0.9- 4.4. + 4-+ + + +4. . +- 4-. ÷4 , -4

+ 1+- +

+ +0.8- ++ + + +

4. "4.÷

0.7 + +

++ +4+

4 . 4 . 4 .- 4

0U .6 + 4 + + +. +

- 0.4- + +÷+ +

0 +- +4 +- ++

C 1:•<•0.4- t + + 1 4 ++

4- 4 + +" +- 4

CI +.5 +t,++4+ + + +> *_- +++ +:t+4+. -4 * # 4. + ,+ +
S0.3-+ + ..4..,4ý+ +.. , - .4

0.2

0.1-

0.0 ,
0.05 0.85 1.18 1.43 1.62 1.82 2.01 2.15 2.30

FREQeteaasry ( gvao-3 m-1o

FIG. 2. As in Fig. I except f'or the external eastward gravitational modtes,
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by (4). and describe the fraction of the total %ariance ,.alues of .k I hi I lafrils ftbr the eastard
of mode Jthat occurs %kithin this latitudinal band. The gravitational modes is the uppcr-lef-tmost hand in I ig.
frequencies are ordered from smallest to largest ac- 2 and corresponds to lo%%-frequenc. Kclin modes. ,A"
cording to their absolute salues. This ordering is from expected, these modes also tend to be trapped and ha\e
largest to smallest spatial scales for the gravitational values close to AI j , Note that in both figures
modes. and from smallest to largest spatial scales for those modes with large m,:ridional structure (smail
the rotational modes. As in (i, sse consider all modes values oft') hase more of their variance in the -,ppics
except the zonall\ symmetric ones corresponding to mn than those with smaller meridional structure ( large

0. In both figures, there appears to be a lower cutolf values of.!). Clearl,. there is much more informauion
near A =- 0.2. indicating that very few modes have that can be gleaned from plots of.k I for various ranges
less than 20"ý of their variance in the tropics. In of bp. For example, it is interesting to note that Ihc
other words, there are no purely extratropical modes rotational modes in Fig. I exhibit %cr\ little tropical
[i.e.. values at. or near. A ......= 0] according to this variance for ,wj < 2.3 x 10 "' s (periods greater than
definition. In contrast, note that in both figures there 31 days). At this time. it is unclear sshether there is
are modes for which - ' is very close to one. indi- some theoretical basis for this sharp cutol'.
caring that nearly all of their variance occurs within Plots such as those in Figs. I and 2 tor the remaining
the tropics. The value of the lower cutoff depends, in vertical modes reveal similar patterns for their corre-
part, on the choice of hp and increases or decreases. sponding frequency ranges. As an example. we show
accordingly. In both figures, the values of Al/n)) appear in Fig. 3 values of. A'P' corresponding to the eastward
to be organized into discrete bands that arc downward gravitational modes for / = 5. For all vertical modes.
from left to right for the rotational modes in Fig. 1, it was generally found that the modes demonstrated a
and downward from right to left for the eastward gray- marked increase in tropical variance for i 6. Roughly
itational modes in Fig. 2. Each band represents a family speaking. most of the modes in these families have
of modes having the same meridional scale denoted values of A"'""' - 0.4. Based on these figures. wej iLI rop$

by the index j, while each mode in that band. or j adopted the cutoff value Aj >_ 0.4 for "'tropical"
family, corresponds to a different zonal wavenumber modes, and AJP' -_ 0.3 for "extratropical" modes.
m. There are 47 such families (excluding the zonally Those modes for which 0.3 < .k""'I" < 0.4 are difficult
symmetric modes) corresponding to the T47 model to classify as belonging in one group or the olher, and
truncation. in which the number of modes varies from are thus excluded from the analysis. Note that it is only
47 forj = 1, down to I forj = 47. necessary to consider .,Wr' in order to identify both

For the rotational modes in Fig. I. thej = I family the tropical and extratropical modes since A./rn and
is the upper-rightmost band and represents the mixed A (xIop) sum to one, as discussed earlier: that is. Ai• ( xtrop)

Rossby-gravity modes. Many of these modes are trop- _< 0.3 is synonymous with Aj > 0.7.
ically trapped as indicated by their relatively large It is important to note that, for the threshold values

VERTICAL MODE 5 - EASTWARD GRAVITATIONAL

41,0 ÷.+ + + + ++4- +'- ..019 +' :, -' + ,+ ; . • --

+4-

44. 
+.. +.++- + 4- + + + 4 -+

0.7- + + + +

0 4 t-

Z-< . + ÷ +4 + + +"+
4. 4. 4.

4-4

+ 4. 4.

S0.4-.. + +- + + + +

4. + + + ++ + 4

> + 4+-+-. 4 + 1

" 0.3-: ++4÷

0.1-

0.0 i1
0.01 0.12 0.16 0.18 0.21 0.23 0.25 0.28 0.29

-7EQUENCY (10-3 s-1)

FiK. 3. As in Fig. I except for the I 1 5 eastward gravitational modes.
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TABlE I. The numbers of rotational (RTI. eastward gravitational calculations shown in GI. Nse plot for each sertical
(EG), and westward gravitational (W() modes classified as "'tropicar" mode a norniali/ed response energ,ý that. for the Irop-
or "extratropical" for each ,ernical mode / based on the threshold
values A• 0  :- 0.4 and A("'J" >- 0.7. respectivelN. ical energ. in Fig. 4a. takcs th!c tbi ln

Tropical Extratropical ,. 1 " ( ,

I RT EG WG RT EG WG IL

I 204 204 204 748 748 748 where the summation includes onlN tropical modes that
2 2013 203 204 740 7 4 748 have equivalent depth hi (denoted h\ the set 'T,) and.
3 'iii 204 2o14 744 748 7 r notational con'enience, the superscript 4 used in
4 208 205 204 739 747 741

5 25 1 7.33 710 732 Gi to denote a response icld is implied. For the e\tra-
6 216 212 217 726 73,3 722 tiopical energY, we plot for each \ertical mode the

2 14 719 2 13 quant which wc define by analogý to i 8 ,-8 -1" 252 216 7,9 7216 7013 u n i -
..224 _21 216 7-19 7 7 summing over onlh the set of extratropical modes .11

9 231 225 I
0I0 3 4 7 7 5 and normalizing h,, the extratropical cnergý E" .

238 2 14 .234 671 t)-9 6z rtopcl nrg '

I 1 241 237 238 657 r, ,i The profiles in both regions are qualitati\ cl similar
12 245 24N1 246 646 ,sý W,"1 during days I-5. with relative maximums at / 4 and
13 246 245 249 634 651 612 / 16. For the extratropical modes in Fig. 4b. the cx-
14 254 248 253 63( 6443 609 ternal modes are also relatively energetic during this

2 25 2 59 63l) 67 604
16 256( 254 263 634) 634 59 time. By days 21-25. the external modes dominate the

17 255 256 265 632 634 59f profiles in both regions. but the relative contributions
18 251 255 271 633 634 593

0.5 (a)

selected above, the number of horizontal modes of each TROPICAL ALL

type is fairly evenly distributed within each group. Ta- 0-.4

ble I shows the numbers of rotational and eastward D

and westward gravitational modes in the tropical and zw o__ DAYs 1-5
W 0.3 DAYS 21-25

extratropical gioups for each vertical mode. Roughly a
speaking, we see that for I <- 8 there are between 200 tI
and 220 tropical modes of each type, and between 710 , 0.2

and 740 extratropical modes of each type for each ver- 0
tical mode. This ensures that a fair comparison can be z 0.1
made between the relative contributions ofeach vertical -.. •".
mode to the tropical or extratropical response energy. / - ...... - -
There are. of course. more extratropical modes than 0.0 04

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS
tropical modes because of the difference in the latitu- VERTICAL MODE

dinal ranges b# used to define each region. For 2ach
vertical mode. the two groups account for roughly 851' 0 5o

of the total number of modes in the complete (global) E RA

set. That is. 15% of the complete set have values 0.3 EXTRATROPICAL ALL
<Atrop) < 0.4. and are not included in either group. > 0.4

Further justification for the threshold values of W
$Imop I (xrp) - DA S -

A/l and Aj selected above are given in the fol- w 0 DAYS 1-5

lowing sections. -- DAYS 21-25Lu

4. Tropical and extratropical responses =0/20.
o / \

In this section. the normal-mode partitioning tech- z 0.1 1 .
nique developed in sections 2 and 3 is used to analyve -' -.__..---
the tropical and extratropical contribulions to the 0. --

global response cnergv in the western Pacific SST 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

anomaly experiment described in GI. Figure 4 shows VERTICAL MODE

the response energy in each region for all m ode types I .4 1 Ih i n orImah/cd tk,,po•, oo', itw, t,, / I Ind 1
as a function of vertical mode / for the 1%%o 5-da\ /1 .1'. ,I tIt11 h~l1 .,<' I dl iii0 J II1 H.('c.

mean periods correspondint, to dwl•s I -: an.1d aH\s 2 1 - , ,11, 1d .. ,j.tj,", .. .

25 (tthc sirmulations, ,\nahlg iU1s to the Pl(hIhal erncrgw , TH:,, W J ,Ihold III (d
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from the medium-depth internal modes now ditlir 0.15 (a)
markedly. In the tropics, / - 4 remains the dominant TROPICAL GRAVITATIONAL
internal mode. while / = 5 now dominates in the cx- 0.12 0- - i

tratropics. In both regions, only modes corresponding MODE2

to I < 6 contribute significanth' by this time. -

The evolution of the rotati.,nal-mode energy in the w 0,09 -MODE
tropics and extratropics for vertical modes 1-5 is show, n -N

in Fig. 5. Again, the external modes dominate in both /. .- MODE< 0.06 ",

regions, but the importance of'/ = 4 in the tropics and m
/ = 5 in the extratropics is clearly evident. Interestingly. othe rotational modes appear to grow more rapidly 'in z 0.03"•-
the extratropics. This result, combined with the results

in Fig. 12 in GI. which showed that certain modes grow 0.00
at prefterred locations in the midlatitudes, suggests that 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
meridionally propagating tropical wave energy does not DAYS

completely explain the extratropical response. Also.
note the relatively smooth evolution of the dominant 0.15 (b)

extratropical modes compared with those in the tropics. EXTRATROPICAL GRAVITATIONAL
Figure 6 shows that the gravitational modes play a more
important role in the overall energy balance in the >- 0.12 M ,ODE

('• - - -- OOD: 2

Z MODE 3
Wj 0.09-

SMODOE 4

0.6 ... .... WMoE . (a-) - - - -MODr
TROPICAL ROTATIONAL < 0.06

MODE 2
0.5- r

>- - MODE 0

w 0.4 

M

Z
0 0.00 -• .,

uw 0.3 0.00
140 5 10 15 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 40 45 5 0 5 5

< DAYS
(20.2

0 Fi;. 6. As in Fig. 5 except for the gravitatiaual modes. Note the

0.1 - different ordinate scale and smaller energies than in Fig 5.

0.0 '

0 s 1o 15 20 25 30 3S 40 45 50 55 tropics but, in the long term, are still roughly an order
DAYS of magnitude smaller than the rotational modes.

Since. strictly speaking. the results in Figs. 4-6 reveal
only information about the structure of the responses.

0.6 MODE (b) an interesting question is whcther the predominant re-
EXTRATROPICAL ROTATIONAL sponse modes in the tropics and extratropics are ac-

0.5 tually of different dynamical origins. The predomi-
- - MODE 3 nance of the external modes in Fig. Sb is consistent

W 0.4 - - MODE o with the equivalent barotropic structure of the extra-
wZ OD - - 5 tropical response (cf. Fig. 8 in Gi ). In a strongly sheared
w 0.3 • -. _ environment, this response has its maximum ampli-
!tude near tropopause level (e.g.. Field 1983). As dis-

-0.2 cussed in GI, however, and shown here in Fig. 7. the
0 linearization used in the present study yields an external

01 . 1 . -,. - mode that is nearly barotropic throughout the tropo-7 . ' sphere and thus is inadequate for describing this struc-

o,0 ture completely. Thus, the simultaneous evolution of
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 3.5 40 45 50 ss / - 5 in the extratropics. which has its maximum am-

DAYS plitude at approximatelv 250 mb ( Fig. 7). undoubtedly
w5o, ais also a marifestation of the growth of the equivalentFIGi. 5.'[he evolution of (a) 1:'"° and (h) /'i for the 1... I-

5 rotational modes in the (;I experiment. The plotted salues corre- barotropic response. [his conclusion is confirmed in
spond to 5-day means ending on the days shown along the abscissa. section 6.
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0.01 VERTICAL MODES 1,4,5 dicated by the growth of/ =- 4 in Fig. 5a and supported
- ._ ,-- by Fig. 8b, showing the vertical profile of the 30-daN

- •-. .mean rotational zonal-wind response averaged between
I I1'N-1IlI0 S and 90'- 170'W. The profile In Fig. 8b

T - reveals the enhanced Walker circulation in the central
0"2k .and eastern Pacific with strong westerlies at upper ievels

and weaker easterlies below. A respon,- with similar
\ \t 1 vertical structure, but opposite sign, occurs to the west

5 \ \\ of the SST anomaly in the Indian Ocean (not shown).
0.4 \Finally, note that in contrast with the I = 5 response

\ 4 in Fig. 5b the I = 4 response in Fig. Sa grows slowly
and then fluctuates significantly about some quasi-
steady state. The time scale of these fluctuations is

0.6 \comparable with that observed in time series of themodel's convective rainfall (Hogan 1991. personal
communication). The external modes in Fig. 5a also
grow slowly at first, but then grow much more rapidly
after the second week of the simulation when the
growth at I = 4 has leveled off. Despite the delayed
rapid growth of the external modes, it is puzzling that
there is no observable lag in their initial growth corn-

S. pared with = 4. This detail may be lost either as a
result of the partitioning procedure [specifically, thechoices for the latitudinal ranges bp used to define (4)

FiG. 7. Vertical modes I, 4, and 5 of the NOGAPS model, based on and (5), or the threshold value O in ( 7)] or the temporal
the parameter values shown in Table I of GI (signs are arbitrary). resolution of these results. Another possibility is that

the theory proposed by LC is somewhat oversimplified,
In contrast with the extratropics, there is no obvious having been derived from a much simpler model.

barotropic phenomenon in the tropics that explains Nonetheless, the growth rate and magnitude of the ex-
the strong external-mode response in Fig. 5a. A growth ternal response agree well with those obtained by I-C
mechanism for these modes, however, has been dem- and the contrasting character of the growth curves in
onstrated by Lim and Chang (1986) (hereafter referred Figs. 5a and 5b seems to indicate that the predominant
to as LC), whereby vertical shear acts to produce an responses in each region are of different dynamical or-
external response from purely internal (e.g., convec- igins.
tive) forcing. LC argue that internal forcing initially
produces an internal-mode response with upper-level 5. Vertical-mode projections
divergence and lower-level convergence that, by As indicated above, the results in Figs. 4-6 depend
stretching the lower atmospheric column and com- on the variance factors (4) and (5). and in particular.
pressing the upper one, leads to an internal-mode ro- on the threshold value # in (7) used to define the subsets
tational response through conservation of potential of tropical and extratropical modes. In this section. the
vorticity. Over a period of several days, vertical wind upper-tropospheric streamfunction response is pro-
shear acts to couple the internal and external rotational jected onto the model normal modes. These projections
modes, resulting in a transfer of energy to the latter. are done to check the physical plausibility of the par-
With this in mind, it is interesting to note that the I titioned responses discussed in section 5. The projec-
= 4 rotational response in Fig. 5a is preceded by a tions shown here are totally independent of the parti-
strong I = 4 gravitational (i.e., divergent) response, as tioning technique used to obtain those results. The
shown in Fig. 6a. The projection of the gravitational contribution to the response from each vertical mode
response onto I = 4 is explained by Fig. 8a, which shows is computed as the difference between the total response
a vertical profile of the 30-day mean divergence re- field and a response field for which the normal-mode
sponse averaged over the region of anomalous SST in amplitudes corresponding to that vertical mode have
the GI experiments. The structure of the profile, char- been set to zero- that is, a type of linear initialization
acterized by a sharp peak with maximum divergence is performed. It was decided to use this difference
just below 100 mb, and a deep, but weaker, layer of method rather than compute the desired projections
convergenct- below 200 mb that extends to the surface, directly because of the potential difficulty in recon-
is very similar to that of vertical mode 4 (see Fig. 7; structing the fields from only a single vertical mode.
signs are arbitrary). As suggested by LC, a rotational Projections of the streamfunction response at 150 and
response develops with similar vertical structure, as in- 300 mb are presented since they are close to the levels
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FIG. 8. Area-averaged 30-day mean response profiles of (a) divergence in the region of ,ncreased SST and (b)

rotational zonal-wind speed over the central and eastern tropical Pacific in the GI experiment. The profile in (b may
be thought of as representing the Pacific Walker circulation. Note the similarity of both profiles to the structure of
vertical mode 4 shown in Fig. 7.

of maximum amplitude for vertical modes 4 and 5, considerably less amplitude anywhere at 300 mb in
respectively (see Fig. 7). accordance with the vertical structure of this mode as

Figure 9 shows the 30-day mean sticamfunction re- shown in Fig. 7.
sponse at 300 mb. The total response is shown in Fig. Figure 10 is the same as Fig. 9, except for a 30-day
9a, while the projections onto vertical modes 1, 4, and mean streamfunction response at 150 mb. Again, the
5 are shown in Figs. 9b, 9c, and 9d, respectively. As total response in Fig. IOa shows a strong stationary
expected, the total response in Fig. 9a shows a strong wave pattern in both hemispheres, but also has con-
extratropical stationary wave pattern in both hemi- siderably more amplitude in the tropics than the
spheres and some indication of anomalous equatorial streamfunction response at 300 mb. This is consistent
westerlies in the central Pacific. The extratropical wave with the strong response at 1 = 4 (which has its max-
pattern, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere, pro- imum amplitude near this level) in Fig. 5a and with
jects strongly onto vertical mode I (Fig. 9b) as well as the fact that the tropical 2sponse has its maximum
vertical mode 5 (Fig. 9d), in agreement with the results amplitude near tropopause level. In Fig. 1Oa, anoma-
in Fig. 5b for the extratropical response energy. Fur- lous westerlies to the east of the forcing region are
thermore, the results in Fig. 9 confirm that the growth clearly defined by the strong cross-equatorial steam-
of/= I and I = 5 in Fig. 5b is, in fact, a manifestation function gradient that extends across most of the Pa-
of the equivalent barotropic structure of this response. cific, while there are strong anticyclones to the north-
For example, note that most of the variance in the west and southwest of the forcing. The latter features
circulation anomalies over North America in Fig. 9a are well-known responses to an equatorially symmetric
is accounted for by the projections in Figs. 9b and 9d. heat source (e.g., Blackmom et al. 1983. Palmer and
In the tropics, there is a weak, but clearly identifiable, Mansfield 1986: Sardeshmukh and Hoskins 1988). The
projection of the equatorial Pacific westerlies in Fig. extratropical wave pattern projects strongly onto ver-
9b, while the projection in Fig. 9d has very little am- tical mode I in Fig. 10b, while the tropical response
plitude anywhere in the tropics. This is consistent with features have only weak projection onto this mode.
the relatively weak contribution from I = 5 in Fig. 5a. Note the similarity between the character and ampli-
As expected, the projection onto I = 4 in Fig. 9c has *ude of the projections in Figs. 9' and 10b, reflecting
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the nearly ha rotropic structurc of the external modes. Again. these results clearl\ suppiort the results In 11-1g.
In contrast, Fig. 10c shows that the tropical response Sa showing the strong contribution from 1 4 to the
projects strongly onto vertical mode 4, while the mid- tropical respons- energy. (Con\,erselv. the relatise lack
dle- and high-latitude response has much less amplitude of amplitude in tnec extratropic:s in Fig. 1()c is in agree-
for this vertical mode. Note. for example, the near ab- ment %, ith the relatisel weak contribution from 1 4
sence of the North American response in Fig. 10c. to the extratropical response energy In Fig, 5b, As e\-
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terms in an integral equation. The partitioned responses tropical Pacific. The analysis revealed the different
were derived from those modes whose fractional vari- structural characteristics of the tropical and extratrop-
ance within either region exceeded a predefined icat responses obtained in those experiments, and pro-
threshold value. We applied this partitioning technique vided insight into the mechanisms that govern their
to analyze the results of a series of experiments con- evolution. Furthermore, it showed that the normal
ducted by Gelaro (1992), who used the U.S. Navy's modes are a powerful and flexible tool for diagnosing
operational global forecast model to demonstrate the the behavior of complicated models.
rapid atmospheric response to SST anomalies in the Both external and internal rotational modes were
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shown to contribute significantly to the tropical and ferent dynamical origins of the dominant modes in
extratropical responses. Of particular interest was that each region.
the dominant internal-mode responses projected onto In the extratropics, the internal and external modes
different vertical modes in each region, with vertical evolved simultaneously throughout the simulations,
mode 4 dominating in the tropics and vertical mode with the latter clearly dominating the response. Ver-
5 dominating in the extratropics. This distinction, in tical-mode projections of the upper-tropospheric
addition to the different temporal behavior of the trop- streamfunction response confirmed that both modes
ical and extratropical modes, was indicative of the dif- were required to resolve the strongly equivalent baro-
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tropic structure of the extratropical response. which greater sampling resolution than the 5-da% means prv-
obtained its maximum amplitude near Iropopause sented here, might also resolse some oif these issues.
level. As in the global analysis presented in (iclaro Despite these limitations, the results dlearly dcmon-
1992 ), the response evolked rapidly. with much of its strate the usefulness of the normal modes as diagnostic

long-term character well developed after the first week. tools that. becausLe of the inclusion1 of normal-mo1dc
The projection of this response onto sertical mode 5 i1itiali,/ation schenmcs in most global torecast models.
(sshich has its maximum amplitude near 250 nib. hut can he readily deL eloped.
changes sign in the middle troposphere ) does not itself , 1( Icokim'tii [he author sihs to thank the
appear to be of any dsnamical significance. Rather. ..[tckters for their commenthel author ands sgntdon"
this seems to be an indication that the no-motion basic reiers f herlpfulnl suggestions
state used to derive the modes is a poor approximation for improving the manuscript. Special thanks are cx-

of the niodel's very. energetic and strongly sheared tended to D)r. I. Murphree of the Nasal Postgraduate
School for his %aluablc discussion and commnicms on

m'lidlatitude basic state. This in no \%as insalidlates the this% ssork. and to Mr, S. Bishop tor his help in preparing
applicahilit\ of normal modes deri\ed from simple ba- thigures.
sic states, as demonstrated bh their successful ise in thei figures.
nonlinear noirmal-mode initialization schemscs (c.g. .undi ng for this eltort sas pros ided b\ the ()fhcc of
Andersen 1977: Hogan et al. 1991 ). as ssell as in model Naval 'echnolog\ through the Prcdicti\c Ssstems lc-

diagnostic studies (e.g.. Errico et al. 1988 ). It does irM- velopment Program ( Program l:lement 62435Ni.

pl\,. however, that care must be taken slhen interpreting Contribution 432:156:9(.

the ph'.sical mechanisms that produce a particular \DA
modal response.

In contrast, the simple basic state used in these cal- Normal-.\ode F[nergetics in NO.Ai'S
culations is a considerably better ( though not optimal I
approximation of the model's tropical basic state..\e- In a continuous li near s stem. the totla kin\eti plus

cordingly. the predominance of vertical mode 4 in the as ailable potential energy 1: per unit mass can be rnt-

tropics was shown to be dynamically significant. being ten

entircl\ consistent with the structure of the large-scale i
divergence and zonal-wind fields there. The strong re- 7- - J [,l, 'I, - - xl
sponses at this vertical scale in both the grasitatltonal

and rotational modes appeared to agree with the results I did,\da. (.l
of |im and Chang (1986), who shomsed that consectiv e vhere is the streamfunction. X is the selocity poctn-
heating can produce a hierarchy of internal-mode re- tial 1 is the geopotential, and is a ditrential operatr
sponses culminating in a transfer of encrgy to the ex- olthe vrtical coordinate (Ernco 19871. The varables
ternal rotational modes. However. it was not possible Xf the longite a s o107 latitude.
to verit\ this completely from the results presented here. , are the and sine of the latitude. re-
Nonetheless, the relatisely slower and more variable spytisely, and V- is the horizontal laplacian operator

evolution of the rotational response in the tropics was in spherical coordinates.

in clear contrast sith the smooth and surprisingly rapid For our purposes. wse seek the normal-mnode trans-
e u tnform of( A I ). Because the NO(C iAPS model is spectral

evolution of the extratropical reponse.n both horiontal dimensions and uses vorticit
It is important to bear in mind that the results of 'in trizoathe dipendent ariables Irthcit'

this analysis (as well as the success of the partitioning divrgce Dasthedependent \ariables forthe clocity

method itself) depend on the latitudinal ranges 5p used field (IHogan and Rosmond I,99 ). an appropriate form•,,,p• ,,,wp) of"( Al ) for this stud\ is
to define the variance factors . ,'.. and k . and
on the threshold values 43 used to define the tropical i f' f .

and extratropical modes. Although the values chosen f-
for these parameters yielded phssicallt reasonable re-
suits (as verified. for example. by the streamfunction b tr,,-( , , , 1)2,1)'* ) Al' 1, -'.PdI,. (.\2
projections in section 6). additional work is required
to inestigate the robustness of these results and their in s hich ",. l)2,. and ,l, ,' are spherical harmonic coef
sensitivity to the aforementioned parameters. In par- ficients: P;' is an associated LIegendre pol. nomial of
ticular. by choosing geographically separated latitudinal degree m and order n: r,, i a ip(n f I ) (Jeri\cs from
ranges to define the tropics and eWtralropics (rather the spectral form of the L.aplacian operator, '%here a
than having a common latitudinal boundary at 19' in is the radius of the earth: and an astcrisk denotes
each hemisphere). or by using more stringent threshold a complex conjugate. The factors h ) 2 !. and
values for grouping the modes, we might minimize the , V2 92 'a2 are dimensional constants in ss hich (Q is the
risk of-smearing" the responses in each region. Other angular velocity of the earth. In obtaining (1A2) %e
improvements, including additional simulations and have utilized the orthogonal relationship betsseen
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Fourier functions with unlike indices and the condition tributions from only those terms for which n = n' and
that; for example, ý-" = ý'* for real •. (A5) reduces to the simple form

To obtain the normal-mode representation of( A2),
we expand the dependent variables in the form Ej = Yai j 0• (A6)

'n" n'SnHA J zi, (,N3)
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